
Creating a sustainable business for the 
future through:

• Supporting British agriculture and farming

• Educating our young people about food 
and food sourcing

• Developing young people in the community

• Encouraging local entrepreneurial spirit

• Preserving our local and national 
environment for the future

Norfolk’s population is 800,000 people in some 350,000 households.

Over a year the electricity used by two average households will
be responsible for emitting enough CO2 to fi ll a hot air balloon.

The equivalent of 175,000 hot air balloons full of CO2 are emitted
as a result of energy consumption in Norfolk households every year.

This means that every 3 minutes another hot air balloon of CO2
takes fl ight from Norfolk.

Preserving our environment

Climate change
- A ballooning problem



Investing in renewable energies
Why it makes long term business
sense for Bernard Matthews

Why wind energy?

The government has placed an obligation
on electricity companies to dramatically 
increase the proportion of our electricity
from renewable sources.

This Renewable Obligation has created a 
demand for new renewable energy projects
to be built.

As a business Bernard Matthews has to pay 
the Climate Charge Levy on their energy bills. 
Renewable energy is exempt from this levy.

Like many businesses Bernard Matthews has 
looked at the potential of its own landholdings 
and identifi ed suitable sites for developing as 
small wind farms.

Small wind farms can provide Bernard 
Matthews with a long term hedge
against energy price fl uctuations,
and demonstrates our proactive
attitude to the clear and emerging 
environmental challenges.

It’s clean
Wind power does not produce dangerous 
waste, or contribute to global warming.

It’s abundant and 
reliable
The UK is one of the windiest countries in 
Europe and this resource is much greater in 
the colder months of the year, when energy 
demand is at its highest.

It’s affordable
The UK Government’s fi gures show that all 
wind power including offshore wind will be 
cheaper than nuclear power by 2020.

For further information about our wind energy projects please contact us at
consumer.relations@bernardmatthews.com or call us FREE on 0800 413640.
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